JULY NEWS CAPSULE

DR SIBAPRASHAD PATTANAYAK  DR D SHOBHA MALINI
SECRETARY STAFF ACADEMIC  CHIEF EDITOR

DR BHARATI MISHRA

- BIRNINGHAM UK CONFERENCE RCOG WORLD CONGRESS 2016  INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE

POORVAM 2016  DR BHARATI MISHRA

- FOGSI EAST ZONE CONF AT BBSR
- TALK ON ROLE OF LOW MOL WT HEPARIN

GUEST SPEAKER SILK CITY SURGEONS ASSOCIATION
DR SAMIR BEHERA ON 19TH JUNE 2016

- BLOOD COMPONENTS AND ITS USE
- INFECTION ASSOCIATED WITH BLOOD TRANSFUSION

18TH NATIONAL CONFERENCE APCRI

PROF RM TRIPATHY AT BANGALORE

- PRESENTATION OF PAPER & CHAIRING A SESSION AT NATIONAL CONF
FACULTY, PG’S, SR ATTENDED THE CONFERENCE – ASSOCIATION FOR PREVENTION AND CONTROL OF RABIES IN INDIA

- ORGANIZED BY KEMPEGOUDA INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL SCIENCES BANGALORE

POSTER PRESENTATION AT APCRI CONF BANGALORE

- DR SUCHITRA HALDAR ASST PROF
- DR SRAVANI, PG STUDENT
- DR SAMBDENA PG STUDENT
- DR SITHUN PG STUDENT
- DR MONALI PG STUDENT
- DR SUSREE PG STUDENT

ASTHMA TRAINING MODULE

- WORKSHOP AT DELHI – DR PRAVAKAR MISHRA

DR PRAVAKAR MISHRA, DR SUNIL AGARWAL VACCINDICON AT KOLKATA

- IAP INFECTIOUS DISEASE CONFERENCE

DR PRAVAKAR MISHRA AT AIIMS BBSR

- RECOMMENDATION OF INCREASE IN PG SEATS IN PAEDIATRICS

DR PRAVAKAR MISHRA PAEDIATRICS

- CERTIFIED ADVANCED TRAUMA LIFE SUPPORT PROVIDER

ALL ODISHA RHEUMATOLOGY CME AT IMA HOUSE BBSR

- CHAIRED BY PROF N. MOHANTY WITH MANY FACULTIES OF PAEDIATRICS DEPT MKCG
- A TALK ON VACCINATION IN IMMUNOCOMPROMISED CHILDREN BY DR SUNIL AGARWAL & CHAIRING OF SESSION BY PROF NIRANJAN MOHANTY

REVIEW MEETING OF SNBCRC

Dr Pravakar Misrha & T V Ramkumar AT SVPPGIP CUTTACK 19TH JULY
OPERATIVE HAND COURSE

DR BISWAJIT MISHRA  Dept of plastic surgery

30 CME POINTS
30 CASES DEMONSTRATION

Surgery on Brachial plexus and congenital hand anomalies

PUBLICATIONS

- A STUDY ON ENDOSCOPIC EVALUATION OF UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL BLEEDING
- JOURNAL OF EVIDENCE BASED MEDICINE AND HEALTH CARE  DR SUDHANSU SEKHAR MOHANTY
- DR BANDANA RATH  DR JAYANTIPRAVA BEHERA  DR CS MAHARANA  PUBLICATION SCIENCE DIRECT
- CASE REPORT : CEFUROXIME AXETIL INDUCED ORAL ERUPTION.
- ROLE OF IMMATURE RETICULOCYTE FRACTION IN EVALUATION OF APLASTIC ANAEMIA
  INDIAN JOURNAL OF BASIC AND APPLIED RESEARCH  DR Samir Behera  & DR Debi Prasad Mishra
- PHARMACOLOGICAL EVALUATION OF MUSA PARADISIACA(LINN) ON BRONCHIAL ASTHMA
  EGYPTIAN PHARMACEUTICAL JOURNAL  DR AVINASH PANDA

STAFF ACADEMIC MEETING HELD ON 20.7.2016